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I’m not sure where they’re supposed to go from here but something needs
to change. Last week’s show was another mess to sit through as this era
is starting off as a combination of boring and horrible with the bosses
and Hogan being the featured attractions. Slamboree is in two weeks and
the main event will be DDP vs. Jeff Jarrett in the triple cage. Let’s get
to it.

We recap last week. When you cut this down to a minute, it actually makes
sense. It’s really bad writing and not a good show, but you can tell
what’s going on.

Sting and Vampiro are brawling in the back with Sting getting the better
of it until Vampiro hits him with a pipe.

Hardcore Title: Bam Bam Bigelow vs. Terry Funk

Funk is defending but Bigelow attacks in the aisle with a trashcan. The
Cat comes out for revenge after Bigelow beat him up at Spring Stampede
but Bigelow is able to put Funk in a trashcan and beat on it with a
chair. Cat comes in and kicks the chair into Bigelow’s face, allowing
Funk to cover him to retain in less than two minutes.

Cat dances a bit as Madden sums up how stupid this was.

We recap Hogan being a psycho last week, leading to the end of the show
where Bret was about to hit either him or Kidman. The announcers should
have seen who Bret hit but they won’t actually say who it was.

Here are Kidman and Torrie with the former having taped ribs. Kidman is
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here tonight to show that no one wants to see the yellow and red anymore.
He’ll finish this at Slamboree if Terry is there.

Bischoff and Kimberly aren’t pleased with what Kidman did.

Norman Smiley begs Russo for a chance to get the Hardcore Title back.
Russo agrees, if Smiley can find a partner to make it a handicap match at
Slamboree.

Here are Kimberly, Bischoff and Jarrett with something to say. David
Arquette is in the front row because that is our fate. Jarrett promises
to hurt Page in the triple cage at Slamboree and shows us clips of the
cage from Ready to Rumble. He’ll beat Page and neglect him, just like
Page did to his wife. Bischoff, on a wireless mic, says Kimberly has a
gift for Page. She has some papers for him, but here’s Page in an Albert
Einstein shirt of all things. Kimberly says she’s in the driver’s seat
for the first time and talks about Eric opening her eyes to these stupid
wrestling marks.

The papers are for a divorce but Page thinks she’s out of her mind. Page
says no way but calls Kimberly some insulting names instead. He goes
after Bischoff and gets a guitar to the back for his efforts. Arquette
jumps the barricade to go after Bischoff and Kanyon runs in to save
Arquette from Jarrett. Bischoff freaks out and says he’ll fight Arquette
tonight. David agrees, but if he wins, Page gets a World Title match
against Jarrett in the cage tonight.

In case it wasn’t clear enough already, this segment showed that Jeff
Jarrett, the World Heavyweight Champion, is a supporting character on
this show. He’s beneath the writers and Hogan, plus probably Sting vs.
Vampiro. Now he’s beneath Page and David Arquette, putting the World
Heavyweight Champion as the eighth most important character on this show.

Kronik demands a title shot from Vince Russo, who of course stands up to
them and asks if they know who he is. They’ll get their shot if they do
him a favor. This segment existed for no other reason that to remind you
that Vince Russo is a MAN.

Bischoff sends Jarrett to go find Billy Kidman. The World Champion is



officially an errand boy.

Chris Candido/Tammy vs. The Artist/Paisley

This could be a really long night. Tammy says she’s here to show Paisley
what men want. The guys start and knock each other down in about fifteen
seconds. It’s off to the women for a double cover, followed by the
required catfight. Everything breaks down and Tammy dives off the top to
take Paisley and Artist down. That’s the most physical she’s ever gotten
and she didn’t terrible at it. Back inside and Candido clotheslines
Paisley giving Tammy the pin.

Sting comes out with a Death Drop to Candido. He wants Vampiro out here
tonight and why not just make it first blood.

Kanyon and Page give Arquette a pep talk.

Team Package vs. Kronik

It’s a brawl to start and here’s Miss Hancock in case you’re already
bored. In case the match and Hancock aren’t enough, Buff Bagwell runs in
less than thirty seconds in, allowing Shane Douglas to hit Flair with a
ball bat. High Time gives Adams the pin in just over a minute.

Buff and Douglas beat down Team Package a bit more until Buff hands Adams
the bat, leading to Kronik beating them down as well.

Vampiro wants to make Sting bleed from the eyes so I guess the match is
on.

Bischoff gives Kidman Mike Awesome for protection against Hogan tonight.
Hogan is welcome to find a tag partner if he can. Also, Bischoff is guest
referee for Kidman vs. Hogan at Slamboree. So after weeks of running
scared from Hogan, Bischoff is totally fine with putting himself in the
same ring with him. Makes as much sense as anything else here.

Mike Awesome/Kidman vs. Hulk Hogan

Kidman comes out in a Hogan shirt. Hulk comes out alone, in black pants
and a black vest with F.U.N.B. on the back. Hogan hammers away at both



guys to start and gives Awesome a whipping with the belt. A big boot and
belly to back put Awesome down as Hogan is completely dominating him
because that’s what Hogan does to someone young and full of potential.
Hogan stops Mike’s comeback with a low blow so Kidman comes in to double
team Hogan down.

As you might expect, Hogan fights back and we cut to a WWF Wrestling
Buddy in the crowd. Awesome clotheslines Hogan down and drops a splash
for two as Madden complains about the impending Hulk Up. There’s the
second big boot to Awesome but Hogan drops elbows instead of going for
the leg. They head outside with Hogan shoving Awesome into Madden’s face
for no apparent reason. Kidman comes in with a chair to bust Hogan open
as this match is getting a shocking amount of time.

It’s table time which feels as awkward and out of place in a Hogan match
as wrestling does on a Russo show. Right after the powerbomb through the
table, we cut to the back to see Nash coming in. Awesome puts Hogan on a
second table and Kidman adds a top rope splash, followed by a legdrop for
the pin.

Rating: D+. The match sucked from a technical standpoint (I’m as shocked
as you are), but I’ll give them points for having the young guys win and
for giving it some time. This is the kind of thing they need to do to
actually get some people over, but unfortunately this is going to happen
on an episode of Nitro, not at Slamboree where Hogan needs to put Kidman
over. Also, at just under 11 minutes, I believe this is the second
longest match of Russo and Bischoff’s tenure so far.

Nash hits the ring to clean house but Torrie hits him low, allowing
Kidman and Awesome to get in their stompings.

Eric Bischoff vs. David Arquette

Again, remember that Bischoff is a karate expert and should be able to
knock Arquette out in about ten seconds. Bischoff kicks him into the
corner to start but David comes back with a spear, followed by the Worm
for one of the loudest reactions of the night. Jarrett pulls the referee
out at two and hits Page with the belt. Bischoff gets in a low blow on
Arquette but Jeff guitars Eric by mistake, giving Arquette the pin.



The lights go out and Sting is watching from the rafters. This of course
has nothing to do with what you’re currently watching.

One of the former NWO girls is now an interviewer (in a swimsuit of
course) but can’t get in a word over Arquette’s celebrating.

Jarrett is livid.

Here are Scott Steiner and assorted women with something to say. He lists
off all of the things he did last night (in rhyme because why not) and
promises to floss Booker’s teeth with his shoelaces tonight. Booker comes
out to explain that he only did what he did last week to make things up
to Bischoff. Steiner just happened to be in the wrong place at the wrong
time. The girls come up to Booker for the most obvious distraction in the
history of obvious distractions. The guys brawl until it’s time for a
break.

Russo tells Bagwell and Douglas that “we” have to go fight Kronik.

Tag Team Titles: Buff Bagwell/Shane Douglas vs. Kronik

The champs are in street clothes here as Kronik cleans house. Shane drops
Clark face first with a suplex and the fans start the boring chant. Adams
helps Clark drop Shane throat first across the top rope. It’s off to
Adams to clean house but Buff throws the referee over the top. Hudson:
“THAT’S BULL”…..and the rest isn’t censored, freaking Madden out. Buff
takes High Times but that manly man Vince Russo comes in and hits Clark
with a ball bat. Shane hits Adams with it as well. Nick Patrick goes to
ring the bell but Russo hits him with a bat as well. Russo counts the pin
on Adams to retain the titles.

Rating: D. As we’ve firmly established over the last few weeks and
tonight in particular: Nitro exists to prove that Vince Russo is the
toughest and most awesome man that has ever lived and he can beat up big
goons like Kronik because he’s a real man from New York and a thousand
times smarter than all these stupid wrestling marks. It also proves that
the real money in WCW is manufacturing baseball bats because every body
has one these days.



Here’s Tank Abbott for his weekly insulting of Goldberg. Madden panicking
over Abbott wanting to hurt someone tonight is some of the only funny
stuff he’s ever done. Tank throws WCW.com writer Bob Ryder into the ring
and Jeremy Borash (who looks identical to how he looks now) fails at
making a save. Tank finally leaves.

WCW World Title: Jeff Jarrett vs. Diamond Dallas Page

Jarrett is defending and this is supposed to be inside a cage (complete
with roof), which is why they’re already fighting in the crowd. Page hits
him in the back with a trashcan but gets dropped onto a barricade. They
finally get inside so Jarrett can stomp away, only to have Page whip him
into the cage. Jarrett sends Page face first into the buckle and then
into the cage twice in a row.

Page slugs away in the corner before the discus lariat puts Jarrett down.
Cue Mike Awesome as Jarrett escapes the Diamond Cutter and counters with
a DDT. There’s the Diamond Cutter but Awesome breaks into the cage. He
breaks up the pin at two but Kanyon comes in and decks Awesome, allowing
the referee to count the three about five seconds after the two, giving
Page the title.

Rating: D. The WCW World Champion, who was crowned the chosen one eight
days earlier, just lost the title in a cage match that didn’t last five
minutes. Of that time, less than three minutes of were spent inside the
cage. This was in addition to the two people interfering in the match,
making the cage completely unnecessary. The gimmick overkill on this show
astounds me more and more every single week.

Oh yeah that’s not the main event.

Vampiro vs. Sting

First blood. Sting takes too long getting unhooked from his repelling
gear and Vampiro attacks, only to fight him off with ease because Vampiro
is New Blood and therefore unable to win a fair fight with any old guy.
Right hands and a suplex put Vampiro back on the floor. He gets on the
announcers’ table and does a throat slit, causing a red liquid to fall on
Sting (ripping off the Brood’s Bloodbath). Some of the New Blood comes



out to beat Sting down as the fans really aren’t pleased.

The New Blood attaches the soaked Sting to the cable and hangs him from
the ceiling to end the show.

Overall Rating: D-. This took me most of the day to sit through on and
off because it really is cringe worthy. The wrestling ranges from bad to
very bad, the stories are all about Russo and Bischoff, and the World
Title feud is now featuring David Arquette and three title changes in two
weeks. The worst part is things are going to go downhill from here,
making the entire show an even bigger disaster. This show is all about
Russo/Bischoff/Hogan and it’s been easy to see that since the day the new
stories started. It’s getting harder to sit through these things and the
worst has just begun.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of NXT Reviews: The Full Sail Years Volume I at Amazon
for just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B011T13PV4

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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